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Expect The Unexpected – New Locations Available!

Nothing is predictable, but being prepared doesn't hurt and it's just in case!

KITCHENER, Ontario - Aug. 27, 2017 - PRLog -- New Locations:
EA Locksmith is happy to provide additional services in Stratford and Perth County North West of
Kitchener-Waterloo. In addition, we are happy to add southern locations as well including Woodstock,
Paris, Ayr, Brant County and Hamilton area. Calls for Hamilton are non-emergency calls only
(pre-scheduled).

Auto and locksmith availability:
The service can be often provided 24/7 and best if scheduled ahead as weather condition might change
during winter months. As we prepare for an interesting winter here in southern Ontario weather is a
challenge in unexpected situations. Therefore make sure to check availability and schedule ASAP.

The job is simple, getting your keys cut on time and at the right price. How to achieve it? Well, it takes the
commitment of course. When receiving a call it's important for EA Locksmith to know the complexity of
the situation in order to assess it best and provide the ultimate solution. Your car is a complex piece of art,
has lots of little parts which function separately from each other. Automotive locksmith often focuses only
on the car's lock systems; it targets key generating while mobile and providing on-site service.

The product:
Recovering your lost car keys and remotes is easy when everything falls into place, the right chip key for
the right Immobilizer; the right frequency which operates on a specific vehicle is also required. Each car
has its own remote; certain cars have similarities in the way the security system was designed because of
past or present projects between the manufacturers of the particular vehicle.

Limitations:
Obviously, certain dealerships tend to modify the cars original manufacturer setting and add specialty
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remotes such as remote starter or aftermarket remote systems. Unfortunately, in order to recover such
remotes, it would require the remote start specialist. As a locksmith, we would be able to help you it's just
depending on the complexity of the situation and troubleshooting on-site.

Do what feels best:
EA Locksmith is always here to do what feels best, it is to provide an excellent locksmith and auto
locksmith service; continuously improving our capabilities and expanding our reach.
Through our amazing customer service, we discover great friendships and relationships, great communities
and mostly just new friends.

Expect the unexpected:
The least you can do is have EA Locksmith on your special for your emergencies, so the unexpected is
always expected for you.

But until then,

Ciao!

EA Locksmith

Contact
Dima Sutkov
***@gmail.com

--- End ---
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